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Tecom Group Inc., is a leading
computer engineering company,
established in 1992.
Tecom Group headquarters is
located in Melbourne, on sunny
Florida’s east coast. The company's
engineering center is located in
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia - one of
the biggest cities in Russia and the
center of the Russian IT-industry.
Currently Tecom Group has more
than 200 engineers on staff.
The company uses high engineering
standards for its work, in
accordance with ISO 9001-2001
and CMM Level 3 standards.

GENERAL
HandiFox™ is a leading mobile inventory tracking and sales management solution
developed by Tecom Group Inc. that allows small businesses to automate their sales and
supply chain pipeline administration and have a comprehensive inventory control. The
solution presents a robust set of features and intuitive interface on an easy-to-use
mobile platform with a scanner.
HandiFox™ automates physical sales for speed and accuracy, extends sales and
inventory control beyond the office, and delivers related reductions in labor and
operational costs for customers.

PRODUCTS
HandiFox™ offers two products – HandiFox™ Inventory management system and
HandiFox™ Sales management system.

HandiFox™ Inventory
The Inventory version of HandiFox focuses primarily on inventory management and
inventory control, covering all routine activities related to inventory tracking and
replenishment. It allows workers to perform them at any location, without the need for
constant access to a PC with QuickBooks.
HandiFox Inventory on mobile devices will allow you to:







HandiFox™ seamlessly integrates
with QuickBooks®.
HandiFox™
computers
contain
exactly the same data as your
QuickBooks program, and new
information from the handhelds is
passed electronically to QuickBooks,
eliminating manual entries.
Your
QuickBooks®
items,
customers,
vendors,
purchase
orders, pricing, taxes, and other
functions are synchronized to
HandiFox™ automatically.
New data from the handheld such as
sales orders, invoices, payments,
and customer information is
automatically sent to QuickBooks®
during synchronization.
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Assign barcodes to items and scan them
Create, edit and receive purchase orders
Count inventory and submit the results to QuickBooks
Build inventory assemblies
Track inventory at multiple sites;
Access inventory data from QuickBooks and send your entries to QuickBooks
wirelessly

HandiFox™ Sales
The Sales version is a more robust solution than Inventory, and provides a number of
additional features. It helps small and mid-size companies to extend their sales and
inventory control beyond the office.
HandiFox Sales allows you to do a number of sales activities on the mobile device:









Create, view and edit customers on the mobile device
Enter sales orders and invoices
Capture customer signatures on invoices
Receive payments and track received payments against invoices and accounts
Do picking and packing of sales orders and invoices
Enter sales receipts and credit memos
Scan item barcodes for quick entry on transactions
Print sales orders, invoices, receipts, and other transactions right from the mobile
device
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HandiFox was tested and works
great with a wide variety of
automatic identification and data
collection hardware such as mobile
devices, printers, barcode scanners
etc.

ADVANTAGES OF USING HANDIFOX™
Speed and Convenience
Using barcodes in your business significantly speeds up routine operations with
inventory and reduces the risk of costly human errors. HandiFox bar coding capabilities
cover all parts of your workflow.
Cost Reduction
Do you suffer from loss of goods, incorrect deliveries, inability to quickly determine how
to reallocate items between warehouses and shipments? HandiFox eliminates these
losses and provides extra time to focus on other tasks.
Transparency and Vision
HandiFox™ provides transparency and strategic oversight for managers through a series
of detailed reports. Reports are easy to review, analyze, and predict ongoing and future
business needs. It is also possible to detect activities such as human error, fraud and
theft from both the employee and customer sides.

SOLUT IONS
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Supplier/Distributor Relationship Enhancement
One of the main issues that arises from poor inventory management is deterioration of
the relationship between the supplier and the receiving side. With HandiFox easy and
precise control over inventory the relationships will improve and cooperation between
parties will strengthen.
Better Customer Service
Better customer service is a natural result of better inventory management. With
HandiFox you will get faster deliveries without errors, better time estimates, and higher
throughput.
Ability to Accurately Forecast Demand and Future Inventory Needs
Real time information from HandiFox allows you to see the inventory traffic on daily basis
and have an understanding how the parts are distributed throughout various locations.

WHO USES HANDIFOX™
HandiFox™ solves most of the problems the small and midsized businesses face while
managing the inventory and sales. We’ve already helped 200+ our clients all over the
United States, Canada and even Trinidad & Tobago, Malaysia, UAE, Puerto Rico, Cyprus
and Panama to significantly cut their costs, increase operational transparency and focus
on growing their business.
HandiFox™ is used by companies representing numerous industries:






Wholesale/Distribution
Office Supplies
Clothing and Apparel
Consumer Goods
Automotive Parts and Supply






Industrial Equipment
Medical and Healthcare
Food and Beverage
Agricultural Machinery and Parts

Learn more about our clients at: http://www.handifox.com/stories/
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SOLUTIONS
Barcoding:
HandiFox software can be
used on Android smartphones
and tablets. We support
multiple vendors for Android
phones and tablets.
We
provide an opportunity to our
clients to choose the mobile
devices themselves according
to their business needs and
budget.

CONTACT US
HandiFox
software
is
available for a free trial. We
are always happy to speak
with
you
to
discuss
partnership opportunities and
how your inventory control
and sales management can
be improved. Visit our
website to find out more:
http://www.handifox.com/.

Using barcoding in your business significantly speeds up routine
operations with inventory and reduces the risk of costly human errors.
HandiFox brings barcoding to mobile devices and covers all parts of your
workflow making it more convenient for warehouse and field workers.

Inventory Management:
HandiFox helps you to automate inventory management, using mobile
computers with barcode scanners. You will acquire more transparency and
control over your inventory, even if it is spread over multiple sites.

Shipment verification:
The order fulfillment feature of HandiFox helps to avoid typical issues
related to preparing shipments for customers such as missing items,
wrong quantities, delays. With HandiFox you can handle more orders every
day and improve warehouse management and customer relationships.

Mobile sales:
Our software provides a powerful mobile sales environment for operators
working in the field. Its capabilities include working with sales orders,
invoices, sales receipts, credit memos and payments, reviewing and
appending customer information, and more.

Multi-Location Tracking:
If your inventory is spread over several physical locations, and you want to
track item quantities on each of them individually HandiFox has exactly
what you need.
Our software can also seamlessly integrate with the sites and bin locations
layout already existing in QuickBooks (if Advanced Inventory feature is
enabled in QuickBooks).

Purchase Order Management:
HandiFox™ provides an intuitive and highly effective purchasing solution
to help businesses gain control of their purchasing process. Purchase
Orders can be created/received right on the mobile device. It is especially
convenient, if the goods are ordered directly from a vendor or
manufacturer in its shop or warehouse.

Service Management:
HandiFox software can help service contractors automate their workflow.
The HandiFox scheduling feature allows appointments to be entered at the
office and then viewed on mobile devices carried by your service workers.
Full appointment information is available inside HandiFox: the worker can
check the scheduled time, call customer on the phone, or view customer’s
location on a map with turn-by turn driving instructions.
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